Modulation of the dissolution profiles from Geomatrix multi-layer matrix tablets containing drugs of different solubility.
A new multi-layer tablet design has recently been proposed for constant drug release: Geomatrix Technology (Jago Pharma, Muttenz, Switzerland). It consists in the application of a drug-free barrier layer on one or both bases of an active core (hydrophilic matrix). The partial coating modulates the core hydration process and reduces the surface area available for drug release. The result is an extended release that draws close to a linear profile. The device was mainly intended for soluble drugs, while an excessive reduction of the release rate may be obtained with drugs of low solubility. In this study a new time-dependent polymeric barrier is proposed to control the release of sparingly soluble drugs. Two different barrier compositions (one swellable and one erodible) are applied on active cores containing drugs of different water solubility, Trapidil, Ketoprofen and Nicardipine hydrochlorides, and the drug dissolution patterns of the different multi-layer devices are compared. During dissolution, the swellable barrier swells and gels, but is not eroded, thus acting as a modulating membrane during the release process. The erodible barrier, instead, is progressively removed by the dissolution medium, exposing in time an increasing extent of the planar surface(s) of the core to interaction with the outer environment and to drug release. Both types of coatings are able to control drug release from the devices: the swellable barrier shows a stronger modulation efficiency and is more suitable to modify the delivery pattern of highly soluble drugs; the erodible barrier shows a time-dependent coating effect that provides better control of the dissolution profile of sparingly soluble drugs.